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Chapter Five:  Toys of Biopolis 
 

“Why do I repeatedly dream of the number 4-4-2-3” (Yuko Yasako Okonogi)? 

A jagged patch of pixels on a brick wall phases in and out, revealing a hidden 

alleyway beneath a veneer of concealing data.  Three children race along a sidewalk, leaping 

across private fences in search of glimmering “meta rocks.”  Young lady agents working for 

master hacker Granny’s cyber-detective agency pursue lost virtual pets who have wandered 

into perilous, illegal “obsolete space.”  These cute and quirky virtual pets are under the 

constant threat of elimination by toy-robot, anti-piracy enforcers.  Yuko Yasako Okonogi, a 

mild-mannered young newcomer to Daikoku City, wages epic hacker battles and pursues 

deadly serious ludic quests with and against her new classmates, on the streets, at school, in a 

hospital, and in an abandoned bus depot.  In Daikoku City, digital representations of walls 

and buildings blend indistinguishably with solid architecture while fantastic creatures and 

beings float through the city.  Artificial life, organic life, and concrete habitations overlap, the 

infosphere enmeshing the biosphere.   

 

Fig. 1.  Kumi and Yuko chased by a digital toy police enforcer (a “Saatchi”); Dennou Coil, 
2007; Television. 
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This near future, Japanese city is sketched out across the twenty-six animated film 

episodes of Dennou Coil: A Circle of Children (2007), conceived, directed, and drawn by 

artist Mitsuo Iso.1  In this last chapter, rather than analysing the playing of actual games, I 

will analyse an animated science fiction television series recounting the playing of fictional 

toys and games. To Western eyes, Japanese animations might seem childish cartoons, yet 

such animations trace their lineage back to graphic novels (Manga) intended for both adult 

and child readers.  Even those series’ with young characters like Dennou Coil’s “Circle of 

Children” often explore difficult themes that speak to an adult viewership.2 

In the city of Daikoku, according to the back story conveyed in the first half hour 

episode, the corporation Megamass has distributed costless, light-weight augmented reality 

glasses to the city dwellers.  The entire city’s population, including its children, are integrated 

into a live field experiment in augmented reality, the overlaying of digital graphics and 

information onto physical spaces, viewable and navigable via electronic glasses.  These 

lightweight gadgets offer their users an enticing array of powerful features, converging the 

functions of both “older” technologies like phones and laptop computers with newer “mixed 

reality” effects.  Although some of the more fanciful applications of Iso’s imagined gadgets 

may never be adopted, such technologies are not so far-fetched, for we already are beginning 

to use mixed reality applications in present day, smart mobile phones. For example, when a 

phone camera is pointed in the direction of a neighbourhood, the application Google 

Android’s Places overlays the live video image with iconic data, indicating the location of 

restaurants, restaurant reviews, post offices, and other landmarks. And the player of the 2011 

Japanese Nintendo 3DS portable console sees game characters and a playing field projected 

onto a live camera view of the player’s physical surroundings. 

In this chapter’s science fiction tale, Yuko and the other child-characters of Dennoi 

Coil use their mixed reality gadgets to play games on the streets of Daikoku City. They create 
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magical artificial creatures who roam the city sidewalks. They retrace data trails marked onto 

alleyways and roads by other players. They program and trade illegal hacker software with 

one another so as to elude the electronic toy police.  Meanwhile, the adult characters of 

Daikoku City seem entirely absorbed in the more mundane affairs of daily life—working, 

running errands, and preparing meals for the children. So in one sense, although not of age to 

assume the voting rights of citizens nor participate in a formal political system, the children 

of Daikoku City are a free and influential segment of this Asian city’s population, for they 

have been afforded the power of “playing the city.”  Their innovative toys and games warp 

the very fabric and appearance of the everyday urban habitat, beyond the uses imagined and 

legally permitted by the corporation that manufactures the glasses-gadgets. 

And yet even though these glasses afford their users powerful, reprogrammable tools 

and features, players are still are subject to external control through these very same devices.  

Entities such as corporation, family and municipal government, whom in this chapter I shall 

refer to as “biocontrollers,” exploit the monitoring capabilities embedded within the gadgets 

to track, study, and control their users.  Occupying a mediating position between the 

biosphere and the infosphere, Dennou Coil’s mixed reality glasses are a conduit for lines of 

control and power that flow through the city populace. The actions of every city dweller are 

visible and recorded to “data clouds” via their mobile gadgets, wireless information clusters 

that are accessible to various degrees to the biocontrollers.3  This vision of a hyper-

controllable, information-infused future city follows through on Paul Virilio’s prediction that 

today’s infosphere is “gearing up to rule tomorrow’s biosphere” (Virilio Reader 193). 

The primary objective of this chapter is to explore the apparent contradiction that the 

glasses both track and control their users, thereby inhibiting their freedom, and yet at the 

same time are powerful, liberating toys.  Toys, unlike games, do not have preset objectives, 

for toys can be repurposed towards different ends.  My comparison in this chapter of toys vs. 
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games will pick up on the discussion of Roger Callois’ notion of chaotic paidia and open-

ended play broached in Chapter Two. The toy apparatus, following the open-ended definition 

of a toy, can be played in ways unforeseen by the makers of the gadget, rewired to redirect or 

block social control. In this chapter I question how these high-tech toys may be deployed to 

resist the control effect of the apparatus.  Do technological toys confer a kind of public 

freedom to Daikoku City’s children analogous to that once exercised by the ancient Greek 

“polis”?4  And yet to what extent are these urban toy-gadget users a technologically 

subjugated populace?   

The site where these mixed reality games and toys are played is the city. In the 

preceding chapter, we witnessed the military and policing biocontrol operations of an 

“asymmetric war on terror” infiltrating the civilian sphere of the city via urban battle games. 

In this chapter, I read Iso’s imagined biopolis as a portent of a possible near future when 

more “civilian” interests claim a stake in implementing biocontrol within population centres.  

Resisting this overarching web of municipal surveillance and control, Daikoku City’s 

children’s games reconfigure the mixed reality urban milieu, tearing holes into the city’s 

augmented habitat.  A street can be repurposed from the utilitarian circulation of merchandise 

and workers to a passageway for ludic contests, or a segment of the sidewalk can be chalked 

off with hacker tools into a dark zone of so-called “obsolete space” that eludes the anti-piracy 

vigilance of the toy police.  The children also play exploratory urban games with more 

serious objectives, retracing risky paths that uncover abuses by the fabricators of the glasses, 

the Megamass Corporation. 

Which faction of characters does this science fiction narrative side with in these 

power struggles over electronic and physical turf—is Iso entirely sympathetic to what we 

might call the ludic resistant youth and its female hacker leaders?  The leveraging of popular 

science fiction as a platform for social and political critique has varied precedents in the West 
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and the East. The Dennou Coil series is heir to a critical science fiction tradition rooted in 

wartime history and the rapid modernization of Japan. The series’ vision of a future, 

electronically augmented biocontrol society echoes an apocalyptic distrust of technology 

prevalent in 20th century Japanese Manga Comic Books and Animation Series like Ghost in 

the Shell (1995), Appleseed (2004), and Neon Genisus Evangelium (1995), a wariness about 

the benevolence of scientific and technological advancements not easily abandoned since the 

nuclear fallout of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  In a similar, although less apocalyptic vein, at 

certain moments, Iso’s series questions the benefits of the mixed reality that many predict 

will soon be the next iteration of the Information Age. 

From the outset of the series, Dennoi Coil also draws on a disparate strand of science 

fictional social critique, the rebellious, anti-corporate, hacker figure of Cyberpunk science 

fiction.  North American novelists of 1980’s and 1990’s fabricated scenarios that departed 

from contemporary social conditions on earth by smaller degrees than the escapist, 

intergalactic, space adventures of older science fiction. The dystopian novels of William 

Gibson, Philip K. Dick, and Pat Cadigan predicted increasing economic disparity, 

globalization, and branded privatization.  In Cyberpunk’s near futures, the hacker is the anti-

hero or heroine who resists the manipulative corporation, deploying the corporation’s 

innovative tools against it.  Similarly, in Dennou Coil, hackers investigate tales of unethical 

corporate experiments, using the Megamass company’s own glasses to conduct these 

exploratory games.5 

Yet Iso’s tale is not as one-sided, nor as damning a critique of globalization and the 

corporation that is put forth, for instance, in the film Bladerunner(1982), where a corporation 

conducts blatantly exploitative, profiteering ventures with humanoid “replicant” slaves.6  

Ultimately, as I will show over the course of the chapter, Dennou Coil’s child-hacker 

characters’ ludic resistance to invasive control falls prey to the capitulatory message that at 
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some point one must grow up and contribute to the survival rhythms and well-being of the 

biopolis.  The storyline suggests that many instances of apparently sinister control and 

disciplinary action, such as Megamass experiments on hospitalized children, are ultimately 

justified for the good of the bios. Megamass corporation employs local family members, and 

in what may resonate with an especially Japanese sensibility, in latter episodes, as I will 

discuss later in the chapter, corporation and family will become one.  

Nevertheless, Iso’s tale, whether intended on his part as a nuanced social critique or 

merely as a risque coming of age story, exposes what can be understood as more insidious 

control mechanisms than those harbingers of invasive scientific and technical control 

articulated in Western science fiction counterparts.  Control and scientific manipulation for 

the sake of the economic vitality, the health, or the security of the populace, which in this 

chapter I will argue is the essence of the biopolitical rationale, makes these control 

apparatuses, like the Megamass mobile gadget experiments on the populace, especially 

difficult to refute.  And although present-day, technologically advanced Asian cities may well 

serve as incubators for a kind of biocontrol similar to that implemented in fictional Daikoku 

City, such economic and societal-technical developments are by no means limited to Japan 

nor to the Asian region. 

 

1.  BIOPOLITICS, APPARATUS, GADGET  

In this section I aim to theorize the underpinnings of population control within Daikoku City, 

eventually narrowing my analysis down to a discussion of the control effect of mobile 

apparatuses like Dennoi Coil’s glasses-gadgets.  I will begin by rehearsing varied 

formulations of modern biopolitics in Michel Foucault, Giorgio Agamben and Hannah 

Arendt.  I will then analyse the control function of the mixed reality gadgets in Daikoku City, 
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drawing on Agamben’s reinterpretation of the Foucaultian apparatus as a gadget like a mobile 

phone in his essay “What is Apparatus?”  In the subsequent section I invoke Gilles Deleuze’s 

notion of the mobile, networked “control society.”  Finally, towards the end of the chapter, I 

counter this oppressive picture of a future city dominated by various “biocontrollers” and 

control technologies, with hope for resistance to be found in ludic sidewalk games played 

with these very same toy-gadgets. 

Although there are crucial distinctions among the primary theorists of the biopolitical, 

the term evokes an attention to relations between life and power, and inscribes a tension 

between bios and politics, however differently the two terms are defined.7  In Foucault, this 

tension is constituted as the bios (populace) subjugated and shaped by “disciplinary” state 

institutions.  In the Foucaultian analysis, the biopoliltical arises at a key inversion from life to 

death, when during the 17th to 19th centuries in Europe, the king’s spectacular symbolic 

“sovereign” power of death over subjects gave way to a disciplinary state-society of life-

supporting governmental institutions, from public schools, to hospitals, medical practices, 

and prisons.  Foucault’s lectures delivered at the College de France in the late 1970’s cover 

the production of “subjects” and “populations” in relation to these historical transformations 

of governance, and in his view are followed in the twentieth century by the market-driven, 

economic forces of “biopower” (Security, Population, Territory; the Birth of Biopolitics).8    

Alternately, Georgio Agamben describes an opposition in biopolitics rooted in the 

classical distinction between bios, (the Aristotlean proper life of the citizen including his 

participation in the “polis”—the political life of the city) vs. zoe (life stripped of citizenship 

and biography) (HomoSacer 1).  He points to an originary biopolitical figure, “Homo Sacer,” 

from ancient Roman legal texts. From a juridical point of view, Homo Sacer was a non-

citizen who was not legally murdered when he was killed, for his demise was considered 

similar to the putting to death of an animal or a slave.9  Agamben argues that in modernity 
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and beyond, the state retains the prerogative to invoke a “sovereign” decision to reduce 

civilian status and political personhood to a condition of “bare life,” similar to the vulnerable 

legal status of ancient Homo Sacer.  

The state enacts emergency suspensions of a subject’s legal status, allegedly in order 

to protect an assumed vital, biological whole—a nation, a people, or an urban population, 

from infection by an alleged security threat from within, whether it be terrorists, hackers, or 

other alleged undesirables, such as a targeted ethnicity, gays, illegal immigrants, illegal 

software, or a pandemic disease.10  As discussed in the previous chapter, Virilio refers to the 

war waged within against civilians in more recent times as “endo-colonization,” as 

governments turn against their own populations (107).  A population understood as a vital 

whole in need of nurturing care and the occasional harsh discipline also resonates with 

Arendt’s assessment that in modernity, governments took over disciplinary “housekeeping” 

responsibilities from the feudal household, acting as if entire populations were families (33).  

In Arendt’s view, this historical transformation diminishes the possibility for modern political 

exercise, as well as being a key factor of totalitarianism.  Arendt’s argues for a kind of return 

to the Aristotlean opposition between a public political life (“bios politikos”) and the 

survival-oriented “sphere of necessity” (24).  As discussed in Chapter One, she locates this 

distinction ideally in the separation of household economic governance (the oikia) from 

politics (the polis) in the ancient Greek city-state (13).11  

These varied accounts of the biopolitical seem to be in agreement that at some point 

in modernity, the bios, the human population, became infused with control logic due to a 

convergence of the practical and the hierarchical, the economic and the domestic, leading to a 

relation of social control to a population.12 Those authoritarian entities whom I shall later 

refer to as biocontrollers, such as government, corporation, military, or police, leverage and 

abuse the rhetoric of necessity in bids for more power. Caring for the population borders on 
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fearing for the population, and may serve as a cover for persecuting demographics viewed as 

degenerate, unhealthy or alien to the prime body. Thus even in allegedly free, modern 

democracies, the logic of the bios, through invocations to economic vitality, population 

health, or security—often comes to take precedence over the exercise of political agency and 

other freedoms.  What distinguishes such a biopolitical analysis, and is also a source of 

potential criticism from both the left and the right, is that neither the state nor exploitative 

economic factors are privileged as a prime societal malady. The biopolitical understanding 

refuses to choose between either a. a critique of the current phase of capitalism, or b. a 

critique of state oppression. Contemporary biopolitics instead takes apart the ways 

governance, globalization, among other potent forces such as technological, scientific and 

medical research, gain a hold over a population through the rhetoric and logic of life. 

How does mixed reality mobile technology figure into this alleged biopolitical 

predicament in a near future city like Daikoku City?  In contrast to the larger, historically 

sweeping dialectics of the bios vs. the political, the way I use the term “biocontrol” in this 

chapter is narrower, referring to the control of the urban bios, of living city dwellers via 

apparatuses and gadgets. The mobile glasses-gadgets are key to the experiment conducted on 

the populace of Daikoku City. In the remainder of this section I discuss the control effect of 

these apparatuses and gadgets.  

The “apparatus” or “dispositif” is a crucial construct of Foucault’s work on power and 

subjectivity and he has built the concept up through varied theoretical frameworks and 

historical objects of analysis in his publications, lectures, and interviews.  In earlier books 

such as Discipline and Punish and the History of Sexuality, the apparatus refers to 

institutional systems, (including factors like a hospital or prison’s architectural layout and 

lines of sight), practices like medical treatments and photographic archiving, as well as to 

discourses and social relations.  The cumulative effect of these diverse factors, in other 
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words, is the apparatus.  The apparatus produces a certain type of pre-modern or modern 

subject, such as a mental patient, a Victorian hysteric, or a criminal.  

Over the course of his studies of governmental forms and power mechanisms, 

Foucault’s apparatus dematerializes as he distances the notion from any specific institution, 

practice or everyday technology.  Even his allusions to the networkable, “capillary” 

characteristics of the apparatus, as “the system of relations that can be established between 

these elements, heterogeneous ensembles of discourses, institutions, architectural forms, the 

said and the unsaid,” (in comparison to older forms of divisionary control within more rigid 

institutions like the church or military), do not refer directly to a digital network, or genetic 

research, for example (Power/Knowledge 194).   

Contrasting to Foucault’s abstraction of the apparatus, in an uncharacteristically blunt 

gesture, Agamben returns the apparatus to its colloquial understanding as a technical gadget 

like a mobile phone or a machinic tool.  In “What is Apparatus?” this move is undertaken in 

concert with a phenomenological critique of the Foucaultian apparatus. While Agamben 

retains the broader, Foucaultian tying notion of apparatus as the social “practices and 

knowledge [..] measures and institutions” in place to support the use of a gadget, the mobile 

gadget itself in Agamben’s essay is understood as a key form of apparatus. He proposes that 

apparatuses, like mobile phones, are certain technologies that historically aim to govern and 

control “living beings” and “substances” (13).13  

Agamben hypothesizes that over the course of human history, an ongoing struggle 

persists between two classes, that of organic beings vs. apparatuses, and that this struggle 

gives birth to a third class: subjects.  One human individual or biological organic “substance” 

can be tied to multiple “subjectivities,” at once a “user of cellular phones, the web surfer, the 

writer of stores, the tango aficionado” (14).  The subject is “that which results from [...] the 
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relentless fight between living beings and apparatuses” (14). The apparatus affords a 

positivity, leading to unique actions and behaviours, that come into being through the 

apparatus.  This positivity is true to Foucault’s understanding of the apparatus, for instance in 

response to an interview probing his depiction of power in Discipline and Punish and other 

prior works, Foucault inverts the negative, delimiting view of power, instead stressing its 

positive, generative effects:  “In defining the effects of power as repression, one adopts a 

purely juridical conception of such power; one identifies power with law that says no; power 

is above all taken as the force of a prohibition... [Rather one should say power also] 

transverses and produces things, it induces pleasures, forms of knowledge, discourse” 

(Power/Knowledge 119). 

Yet for Agamben, this positivity is over-determined by the apparatuses’ side of the 

struggle, leading to a constellation of human behaviour and beliefs that is a shallow “larval 

desubjectivity” in the “current phase of capitalism” (20). The apparatus thus plays a 

villainous part within Agamben’s reverse Marxist de-evolution of human subjectivity.  As 

apparatuses spawn ever more “larval” desubjectivies, humans move towards increasing 

metaphysical abstraction, away from the phenomenologist’s originary quest for unified 

embodiment.  As the title of Dennou Coil alludes to, a great portion of the visible world 

viewed through the mixed reality glasses is “dennoi,” the term the series uses to designate 

any artificial life form or digital object that lacks tangible, material existence. 

Returning finally to the central thread of our science fiction tale, Dennou Coil centres 

on the coming of age of a young girl as she masters the multiple applications and 

complications of her mixed reality gadget-toy. Yuko first arrives in Daikoku City as a 

hesitant, timid and stuttering newcomer. She gradually increases her proficiency in 

manipulating her glasses, cleverly evading the authorities and hacking the system to her 

benefit.  Like the coming into her own of a sorcerer- princess who unlocks hidden inherent 
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powers under duress, Yuko intuitively triggers glasses commands to escape from entrapment 

spells set by other glasses “players.”  Over a series of epic battles, she learns to identify and 

navigate illegal “obsolete space” (illegal uncontrolled space) more adeptly than her peers.14  

Sprinting through alleyways, private gardens, and private property walls, chased by angry 

adults and virtual security enforcer creatures, Yuko and her friends elude the grasp of the 

“dennou” (virtual) toy police.    

Like an enchanted seed or pebble from a fairytale, the gadget holds the secret of 

powerful, spell-like features whose commands the user has only to master and release over 

time.  The path to power of the hacker, the reprogrammable gadget also promises of yet-to-be 

configured and invented capabilities, given sufficient programming skill. But at the same 

time, the mobile device is prone to exterior control, regardless of the user’s conviction of her 

own empowerment.  Agamben writes, “He who lets himself be captured by the cellular phone 

apparatus, whatever the intensity of the desire that has driven him—cannot acquire a new 

subjectivity, but only a number through which he can, eventually, be controlled” (21).  

Yuko’s epic adventures traversing Daikoku City with her glasses, her emotional attachment 

to her cyber-pet dog, and her growing proficiency at eluding the electronic authorities, would 

in Agamben’s analysis at the end of the day be effaced by the overriding biocontrol function 

of the apparatus, reducible to the number haunting Yuko’s dreams since early childhood 

when her grandfather gave her the glasses: 4-4-2-3.   
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Fig. 2.  A schoolbook page from Yuko’s early childhood; Dennou Coil, 2007; Television. 

True to the phenomenological tradition he claims, Agamben faults the apparatus with 

abstractions of what were once more embodied, multi-sensory relations:  “I live in Italy, a 

country that has been reshaped from top to toe by the cellular [...] I have developed an 

implacable hatred for this apparatus, which has made the relations between people all the 

more abstract” (15). The mobile phone projects the speaker to a social plane that is neither 

here nor there, as the speaker communicates with a geographically distant listener.  From the 

abstracted domain forged by the early invention of the “apparatus of language,” to the eons 

later separation from location occasioned by the mobile phone, the mobile apparatuses of 

augmented reality, in league with the digital, the virtual, the genetic, and the network, splinter 

off transcendent realms from the biosphere, drawing the subject into even more “spectral” 

planes of mixed reality (14).  

A phenomenological dismissal of an inauthentic state of being fostered by mobile 

apparatuses does not seem to do justice to life and world-forming mediated experience, not 

even when speaking of the spectral escapades of animated science fiction characters.  I would 

hesitate to characterize the majority of Yuko’s mediated adventures with her mixed reality 
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glasses as conducive of the “larval desubjectivities” of Agamben’s mobile apparatus users.  

And yet in one sense, his reactionary take on the mobile apparatus rings quite true.  Every 

datazation or abstraction provides an opportunity for an external agent to profit from the 

divided, mediated relation.  A number, a tag attached to the apparatus user wherever she 

goes, that is laid across every street and object that she encounters, leaves a trailing cloud of 

data, constituting a tempting invitation for external biocontrol. 

 

2.  THE BIOCONTROL SOCIETY  

In Iso’s near future city, objects, places and persons are tagged within a networked, wireless 

grid floating over the urban street plan. Mixed reality blurs the former division between the 

physical, embodied world and the informatic sphere.  As the glasses accompany the wearer 

on her daily business, an embedded recording device persistently transmits data to the city’s 

wireless digital network.  Each city dweller’s actions and information is thereby archived and 

visible to various degrees to municipal, educational, and government authorities, to security 

enforcers, socially to other players and citizens, to parents, to co-workers and managers, to 

marketers and to corporate researchers, whether or not they choose to act on the information. 

As Yuko puts it succinctly, “Our actions have come back to haunt us” (ep. 14).  

This flexible grid of electronic control, surveillance, and data collection is described 

in Gilles Deleuze’s notion of the “control society.”  In an evocative, brief essay, Deleuze uses 

the term to account for the society that results from the dissolving of partitions between 

separate domains like the home and the factory in the wake of networked mobilization. 

Although citizens are more mobile and free to move about between work, home, and leisure 

spaces, conversely in an information infused society, actions are also more traceable at all 

times and locations.  He proposes that the divisions and enclosures of Foucault’s 
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“disciplinary societies” are in the process of transformation into more diffuse and mobile 

forms of control.  For instance, rather than being incarcerated and immobilized in a prison 

cell, the violator of a minor criminal offense is released to the general public wearing an 

electronic collar or an ankle bracelet.  As Alexander Galloway writes, honing in on the novel 

“organization principle” of Deleuze’s control society: “control societies are characterized by 

the networks of genetic science and computers, but also by much more conventional network 

forms.  In each case, though, Deleuze points out how the principle of organization has shifted 

away from confinement and enclosure to a seemingly infinite extension of controlled 

mobility” (Gaming 87).  Such networked control is pernicious yet almost imperceptible until 

its consequences are felt. The mobile ties of the control society are elastic, yet seldom release 

their hold. 

Such an apprehensive depiction of a monitored, information and gadget infused 

control society might come across as a paranoid, overly-individualist Western agenda being 

misapplied in this chapter to an Asian cultural object, the Japanimation city.  In contemporary 

Asian cities, we might expect to find greater value placed in fulfilling communal and family 

obligations than in the West, and could therefore hypothesize broader acceptance of 

communication technologies that infringe on privacy.  But ascribing a regional Asian 

complicity with the control effects of mobile technology and augmented reality devices may 

fall prey to a post-colonial, “techno-orientalist” construction of Asians as robotic, technology 

aficionados. As Toshiya Ueno rightly points out in his critique of a “techno-orientalist” bias 

among Westerners in much of the analysis of futurist Japanimation series, many 

technological innovations proceed in step with global economic shifts that reach beyond the 

East-West dialectic.  He writes, “If the Orient was invented by the West, then the Techno-

Orient also was invented by the world of information capitalism” (“Japanimation and 

Techno-Orientalism”).   
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At times Iso does indeed celebrate the future innovations to come in the mixed reality 

city.  The series indulges its viewership with a profusion of imaginative and spectacular 

applications of the augmented reality glasses that would inspire delight in the Japanese 

“otaku” or techno-fetishist.  Even so, at other moments, Iso’s tales of invasive spying, 

electronic policing, and unethical corporate biotechnological research highlight the gadget’s 

vulnerability to abuses of control, a matter of relevance in varied global contexts that reaches 

beyond an allegedly Japanese or “techno-oriental” blind faith in technical innovation.  

One such manipulative controller in Daikoku City is the Megamass Corporation, who 

monitor the children’s games and activities via their glasses. The corporation employs sinister 

toy-like, gamified security enforcers called “Searchamotrons” (usually shortened to 

Saatchi’s), monstrous, red and white oval creatures with detachable floating surveillance 

globes encapsulated within their two-story tall corpuses.  These Saatchi police continuously 

patrol for illegal software and tools, approaching at a rapid pace whenever they spot illegal 

objects or actions, such as a virtual fishing rod angling in dark and unstable obsolete space.  

In Daikoku City, the modern role of policing as property vigilance extends in scope to 

the vigilance of information-infused mixed reality. Additionally, the police, and even the 

municipal government, entities traditionally supported by public tax income, no longer take 

precedence over private sector services. The Megamass Corporation, similar to a Cyberpunk 

vision of a privatised future, has appropriated responsibilities such as health care and policing 

from the state and the municipal authorities.  For instance, the Megamass Corporation tends 

to hospitalized children, and in a later episode, the children’s public school and the 

corporation take up a shared residence in a newly-erected skyscraper. This move has 

alarming implications for the children, who are made vulnerable to the connivings of a rogue 

Megamass researcher lurking in the building’s dim basement.  
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In addition to the biocontrollers of corporation, police, and municipality, as might be 

expected in a series following the escapades and contests of a group of children, another 

frequently alluded to external controller is the family.  Yuko and her friends are teased by a 

pesky younger brother who records spy videos of their private moments via the glasses, and 

on one occasion Yuko’s mother chastises her daughter when her glasses malfunction and the 

mother is no longer able to track her daughter’s location. Domestic supervision extends its 

traditional scope of vigilance from the home and garden to city streets, relying on the 

unobtrusive tracking capabilities of Dennoi Coil’s mobile glasses-gadgets, much the way 

today’s parents keep track of their children via mobile phones. This expansion of the 

domestic sphere like an umbrella over the entire city resonates with Arendt’s allegation that 

modern society is an outgrowth of the private household sphere (33). Subjects of unobtrusive 

surveillance, Daikoku City’s children are not as wild as they first appear in the earlier 

episodes following their urban exploits. 

In the final stages of Dennoi Coil, the import of family comes to the fore when a web 

of kinship between employees of the allegedly abusive Megamass corporation and the hacker 

dissident children is revealed. We learn that Yuko’s soft-spoken father holds a managerial 

security position at Megamass. Harakan’s teenage programmer aunt, who in her youth was a 

Cyberpunk hacker like the children, later made a conversion (or betrayal) from hacker to 

Megamass security enforcer and her immediate supervisor is Yuko’s father.  And Yuko’s 

grandfather had initiated a psychiatric medical experiment on the children, creating the 

“therapeutic” illusion through the glasses that the older Yuko’s brother was in a coma being 

experimented on by Megamass, while in actuality he had perished in a car accident years ago.  

In light of these revelations, the suspected corporate abuses investigated in earlier 

episodes evaporate into childish fantasies fostered by the adults’ well-meaning therapeutic 

fictions.  Unlike the cyberpunk hackers vs. the corporation, or the polis vs. the police, or 
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other potentially more clearly drawn confrontations, ultimately in Iso’s tale, the divisions are 

not clear between the dissidents and the perpetrators of biocontrol, positions and stances that 

become discomfortingly muddled and indistinct over the latter episodes of the series.  A 

biopolitical rationale emerges for invasive controlling actions and deceptions that are 

ultimately justified for the mental and physical well-being of the corporation’s own relatives 

and children. 

The convergence of the economic and family spheres in the corporation echoes the 

medieval household economy that prefigures Arendt’s modern state society (33). Arendt 

writes, “necessity is primarily a prepolitical phenomenon, characteristic of the private 

household organization, and [...] force and violence are justified in this sphere because they 

are the only means to master necessity” (31).  In the future biocontrolled city, a biopolitical 

rationale justifies manipulative control acts and experiments, (and the threat of force implied 

by the toy police).  These measures are imposed for the sake of the vitality and economic 

benefit of the overall populace, which is treated, for the good and for the bad, as a 

technologically advanced variation of a feudal family economic unit.  Embedded within the 

electro-organic bios of Dennoi Coil is kinship; one city, one corporation, one family, a 

narrative thread that began with Yuko’s grandfather’s invention of the glasses.  

The resurgence of family, which outside of our tale may manifest as a more symbolic 

than literal discovery of kinship amidst the populace, marks the disappearance of politics into 

the dictates of the bios, a biopolitical conclusion to a story that began as a Cyberpunk 

conflict.  Although in a certain sense cosy, this finale feels like a deception and betrayal of 

the young ludic resistance, an anti-climatic biopolitical excuse for earlier plot tensions. Can it 

really be that one rogue researcher was the root of all evil and all other suspected power 

abuses were acts of caring?  Maybe Iso intends that his viewership not entirely believe in this 
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final wrap up that absorbs the rebellious games and investigations of its hacker youth in 

earlier episodes into the benevolent, domesticating folds of the biocontrol society. 

 

3.  MIXED URBAN REALITY AND PAIDIAIC TOYS  

The city itself gathers the populace in its grip, thanks to the soft touch of the city’s mobile 

wireless infrastructure, regardless of who is the control agent of the moment, literally the 

family, or the Megamass Corporation, the police, the municipal authority or some other 

contingent.  The series title, Dennoi Coil, recalling Hamlet’s unbearable mortal coil, refers to 

a twisting, inescapable “coil” consisting of “dennoi,” the mixed reality “electronic brain” 

technology diffused throughout the municipal grid.  And yet this electronic augmentation of 

the city also allows for those other than the central authorities to tweak its strings and fire its 

municipal neurons. Daikoku City’s children remix the augmented urban features of the urban 

habitat into varied ad-hoc games of their own invention. Players both reconfigure, and deftly 

elude the urban control apparatus, temporarily escaping from the city’s hold. 

First of all, these mixed reality games are ludic mutations of the city’s everyday 

reality.  In their appropriation of the contours of the urban milieu, these games are similar to 

spontaneous, non-digital children’s play, such as a game of skipping over lines on a sidewalk.   

The rules of “sidewalk play” are under continual revision by players in response to the 

habitat, as the pre-existing patterns of the city are reworked into the game’s ad hoc structure.  

As walkways, streets, and school building are redeployed in the game, ordinary spaces and 

the utilitarian objects of the everyday world become play material, similar to the way sticks 

and stones were once incorporated into a game of sidewalk hopscotch chalked onto a 20th 

century street.  
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Yet in contrast to these older urban games, mixed reality urban games also make use 

of the layer of digital information that has been laid across the city.  In the mixed reality city 

configured as game, everyday objects shimmer with the potential of becoming toys, 

challenges and ludic obstacles.  Daikoku City’s children program magical properties into 

ordinary objects, investing pebbles, a fishing rod, and a hidden alleyway with “meta” powers, 

a halo of digital augmentation.  Red, wooden doorframes of Buddhist shrines provide 

welcome safe havens from the Saatchi police, portals to an ancient past free of electronic 

jurisdiction.  Yuko learns from an older hacker girl that she can also chalk an “instant shrine” 

on the sidewalk in an emergency.  As the city’s layout is thus reconfigured into danger zones 

dotted with safe havens, eluding the toy-like police becomes part of the game, a somewhat 

sinister “gamification” of the urban milieu. Thus, although risking punitive consequences for 

the players, these chases between children and authority figures assume the shape of a 

game.15 

In addition to the power of these mixed reality games to modify and augment the 

urban terrain, another key characteristic of Daikoku City’s children’s games is their open-

endedness and flexibility, similar to that of the toy. Many toys, unlike games, do not have 

clear objectives.  A toy like a doll, stuffed-animal or set of Lego bricks, can be played in 

myriad ways, and in this sense the toy is similar to the multipurpose gadget.  A toy that is 

repeatedly played following the same steps towards the same objective, coalesces into a 

game.  Roger Callois designates free-form interactions with a found object, like the chaotic 

banging of rock, or an exuberant leap, as “paidiaic” play:  “The first manifestations of paidia 

have no name and could not have any [...] But as soon as conventions, techniques and utensils 

emerge, the first games as such arise with them: eg. leap-frog, hide and seek, kite-flying, 

teetotum, sliding, blind-man’s bluff and doll-play” (29).  Unidentifiable, unnameable acts of 

paidiaic chaos and destruction transform into recognizable toys, and finally into rule-bound 
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games. In Daikoku City, there are no games official and persistent enough to even carry 

names.  The children’s games are spontaneous, temporal, and subject to shifts in rules and 

objectives set by the players. 

These spontaneous, player-driven, toy-like games are more easily exited than a 

commercial game’s careful, pre-programmed seduction of the player into an immersive 

sequence of rewards and punishments moving towards a preset goal.  With the exception of 

the glasses apparatus initially provided by the Megamass Corporation to the populace, a 

private game industry is not overtly involved in the production of the children’s games.  Free 

from market pressures, such toy-like games can afford to risk shorter, less addictive holding 

power, engrossing for a few days, and then abandoned for the next game, approaching the 

open-ended, fluidity that Arendt designates as a characteristic of aesthetic, performative, 

political action in her Space of Appearance discussed in Chapter One (199).16  

In the children’s hands, the glasses gadget becomes a fabricator of fantastic cyber-

creatures that are programmed onto the streets of the city.  Repurposed for this toy making, 

the glasses apparatus is thus diverted from the utilitarian applications commonly demanded of 

smart mobile phones, from more useful purposes like communication and mapping. Toys are 

unbound from the practical everyday functionality of the world, the utilitarian relation 

between latch, door and hallway that Heidegger refers to as an “equipmental workshop” (98).  

Unlike the clockwork toy worlds discussed in Chapter Three, which aim to model a 

convincing, everyday operation, the toys in Dennoi Coil respond to a less predetermined, 

more paidiaic calling.  For instance, if Heidegger’s street is “equipment for walking,” a toy 

street could be equipment for hopping, for sliding, or for rolling (141).    

Even before sophisticated mixed reality gadgets, play was capable of disrupting the 

city, testament to the chaotic force of the toy.  In Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s painting of 
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medieval “Children’s Games”(1560), a tumultuous crowd of players romp through a Flemish 

townsquare, rolling hoops, spinning oversized teetotums (dreidel-like tops),  and forming 

snaking leap-frog chains.17 In Daikoku City, Megamass continuously monitors the children’s 

games as their paidiaic force often verges on disrupting the order of the work-a-day city. For 

instance, when an illegal cyberpet guppy grows into a whale occupying an entire block, 

overlapping with the domestic routines of the neighbours, Megamass responds by dispatching 

Saatchi police to control the situation.  Even when lacking in subversive or hackerish intent, 

toys undercut the authoritative hold of the city. 

 

Fig. 3.  When a boy overfeeds a minute artificial guppy, the guppy expands into a whale-
sized illegal monster. Saatchi enforcers are dispatched to control the outbreak of overgrown, 
mismatched augmented reality; Dennou Coil, 2007; Television. 

 

As the series progresses, the children pursue more serious objectives in their games. 

“I’m not playing at all,” Yuko replies to her younger sister’s entreaty to play with the older 

kids in an episode entitled “Kanna’s Diary.”  Yuko and her friends tiptoe through dark 

alleyways and dart across traffic-congested streets, retracing a route retained in an electronic 
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diary discovered in the glasses of Harakan’s deceased girlfriend.  Kanna’s death is rumoured 

to be the result of a fatal failure of the glasses’ traffic mapping function. A mysterious figure 

on a motorcycle (a Megamass security officer), spys on the children during this “game,” for it 

would seem that the corporation wishes to prevent sensitive information being revealed 

through this re-enactment of a young girl’s last recorded walk through Daikoku City.  

Trailing behind each city dweller in Daikoku City is a cloud of information recorded 

by the glasses, a stream of data like that retained in Kanna’s diary. This cloud is a divisible 

and profitably minable data profile of surveyable information, income, eating habits, age, 

gender, genetic illness, criminal histories, education, demographic patterns. In the 

Infocapitalist control society, “Individuals have become ‘dividuals,’ their information 

available as samples, data, markets, or ‘banks’” (Deleuze).   

 

Fig. 4.  Perilous Paths through the City; Dennou Coil, 2007; Television. 

 

Can there be any freedom of movement in such a monitored existence?  How does the 

average city dweller exercise power and freedom in the future biocontrol society?  As 

Foucault explains power, contrary to a political science understanding of power residing in 

the formation of a particular political system, that is regardless of whether Daikoku City is a 
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constitutional democracy or otherwise, power flows at a “microphysic” and “capillary” level 

amidst the body of the population (Foucault Power/Knowledge 96).  Power is channelled 

through a society along diffuse, branching, and circuitous channels. Even in tightly controlled 

society, power is not exclusively owned by a ruling class, nor by an elite within the 

population, for “power is exercised rather than possessed, it is not ‘the privilege,’ acquired or 

preserved, of the dominant class, but the overall effect of its strategic positions”  (Foucault 

Reader 174). 

Although agreed, power is fluid, it flows along the paths, the “strategic positions” that 

have been laid out in the apparatus, however circuitous. In other words, power runs and pools 

along channels and control strings that have often been designed and positioned by “the 

powerful,” those whom I have described as the “biocontrollers.”  And yet even the tightly 

bound pull back on their strings.  In the investigative game of following the path in Kanna’s 

diary, the lingering data cloud from the girl’s final day among the living serves in the interest 

of the apparatus’ users rather than the Megamass Corporation, reversing the customary 

control relation between corporation and gadget user.  Slipping from the biocontroller’s 

hands, the data cloud is deployed against the corporation. 

Furthermore, although powerful, the biocontroller is not free. Even those I have 

designated as powerful agents of biocontrol, like the Megamass corporation or the toy police, 

are in some sense bound to those they control, occupying an ensnared position at the pinnacle 

of multiple strings.  Freedom is neither control and power over others, nor is it to be 

controlled, and therefore neither the biocontrolled nor the biocontrollers of Daikoku City, 

exercise the same amount of freedom that we might imagine (with Arendt) was enjoyed by a 

classical age member of the polis.18  A mere break with controlling strings is also a kind of 

exercise of freeing power, and in this sense a toy-like game opens a pocket of chaotic 

freedom in the municipal web. 
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4.  A CHILDREN’S BIOPOLIS  

Instead of a populace subject to the controlled experiments of a corrupt corporate-mafia, an 

idyllic, future biocontrol city might be a hyper-rational, sustainable green metropolis with 

efficient waste management, a well-supported arts and culture sector, offering gainful 

employment at corporations that develop ethical products and services. What I have 

suggested through a biopolitical analysis of the example of Daikoku City, is that 

technologically enhanced social control itself is a probable near future formulation of 

population governance, no matter how and by whom. Conditions in technologically advanced 

Asian metropolises like Tokyo, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, and 

Jakarta, are ripe for the imposition of a net of biocontrol upon urban life.  Regional variations 

on the biopolitical control and power factors that I have addressed in the fictional example of 

Daikoku City, are also in evidence in London, in San Paulo, and in Rotterdam.   

If life as a member of a population ruled by technologically augmented biopolitical 

logic is on the horizon, in an attempt to reclaim some breathing room, resistant tactics in 

areas outside of what has been traditionally considered political exercise of the proper rights 

of citizenship become meaningful. In the modern era such democratic notions, once available 

as a recourse in many nations if a bit tedious and inaccessible in their formal, legislative 

implementation, may well be on their way to biopolitical extinction, or mere superfluity. To 

what extent do basic human rights matter, when the bios’ needs speak with greater urgency? 

Although she arrived in the city as a stranger from afar, ultimately Daikoku City 

enmeshes Yuko in sticky biopolitical ties to relatives and Megamass corporate employees, 

who materialize from the shadows of Yuko’s prior adventures. Urban neural sensors and 

populated city streets are connected to the “electronic brain” of Dennoi Coil through which 
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bodies, power and electrons flow.  Flickering on the verge of self-awareness, the city does not 

quite arrive at the science fiction nightmare of an eradication of political and individual 

agency for the greater good of the bios.  Even so, as a living, interwoven biomass connected 

by ties of corporation and family, the populace is subjected to the vigilance of biocontrol 

enforcers who tighten their hold as subjects mature.  When the series closes, Yuko seems on 

the verge of assuming a woman’s obligations and burdens after an epic, childhood stint as an 

ingenious female hacker and urban explorer, leaving the toys behind to the next generation of 

players.  Maybe this is what it will mean to come of age in a future East Asian city, where 

only children are afforded the relatively, unencumbered freedom and power of playing the 

city.  

Yet the impact of Iso’s biopolitical conclusion, Yuko’s growing up into a woman’s 

apolitical societal obligations, is diminished by the more lasting impression left by the 

children’s games and toys so convincingly imagined earlier in the animated series.  Agamben 

and Virilio may well be correct in their predictions that the ultimate destination of the 

apparatus’ relation to the biosphere is control. Yet digital apparatuses, unlike older gadgets 

like televisions and radios, are two-way, toy-like tools whose objectives are continuously 

redefined by their more skilled users.  Everyday objects may be augmented with virtual 

properties to aid a consumer in locating the post office or global fast food outlet, and that 

assist a boss in managing his offsite employees, or they might glimmer with a different 

potential, cyberpets with human hands for ears, fishing poles with lines disappearing into 

buildings.  Rather than a reduction of her life to the serial number 4-4-2-3 appearing in 

Yuko’s dreams, a remnant of an intrusive research experiment conducted on her as a young 

child by her own grandfather, this number can be reinterpreted as a password to other 

possibilities. A potential for misalignment or elusion, a repurposing of state and corporate 

interests, lurks within the everyday, technologically augmented reality of the city.   
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This chapter’s toys and games are a tactical form of subterranean resistance and 

elusion enacted outside the formulations of proper political systems.  Approaching the entire 

city as a toy box, the children of Daikoku City repurpose the sidewalks and walls, invent and 

program fabulous creatures, uncover concealed corporate and municipal data, risking non-

sanctioned exploration of the biopolis’ information infused passageways. Even under a soft 

regime of near future biocontrol, we find echoes of the ancient city’s freedom within the self-

directed, unsanctioned, open-ended play of children.  

                                                           
Notes 

1 This Japanimation series, ten years in the making, was Mitsuo Iso’s television debut, 
although beforehand he had contributed to scenes of other well-received animation series like 
Gundam (1985) and Ghost in the Shell (1995). 

2 And presumably, even children are also capable of responding to the more serious topics 
explored in the series. 

3 Outside of science fiction, a preliminary implementation of similar wireless urban 
infrastructure can be observed in present day developments such as cloud computing, 
wireless mobile devices, and mixed reality applications.  Industry and research are presently 
developing the requisite  server infrastructure in pursuit of the fabrication of  persistent,  
wireless accessible data clouds that “augment”  mobile users  with online information 
wherever their location.  Despite this user-empowering rhetoric, the information contained in 
the cloud is also already being mined by corporations, marketers, and government agencies. 

 

4 The polis is the politically active body of democratic citizens in the ancient Greek city-state. 
In my analysis of Iso’s near future city, in addition to invoking the term’s political 
connotation, I underscore the polis’ setting of the city. 

5 Interestingly, Iso’s most skilled hackers are girls, (and a cunning Granny character), 
possibly an archetype adapted from feminist Cyberpunk.  Yet unlike most of their Western 
counterparts, these hackers wax the youthful, feminine appeal of the “kawaii” or cute in 
Japanese. 

6 Bladerunner is based on the science fiction novel Do Android’s Dream of Electronic 
Sheep? by Phillip K. Dick. 

7 These differences in themselves have provided a rich topic for exploration, such as Nikolas 
Rose and Paul Rabinow’s essay “Biopower Today.” Rather than ascribing the major 
distinction between Foucault and Agamben’s biopolitics, as they do, to historical vs. 
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philosophical methodology, I would argue that their major divergence is in the Zeitgeist of 
sovereignty or state intervention in biopolitics.  In Foucault, it is during the early modern era 
that the state’s disciplinary governmental institutions come to shape bodies and subjects, 
replacing the prior sovereign ruler.   Later for Foucault, the state recedes from influence, 
taken over by market driven, biopowered more “capillary” power operations.   Agamben on 
the other hand underscores the persistence of the state’s decisive hold over life as endemic to 
the modern era and onward to today, observable in practices like the prison camp of 
Guantanamo Bay. 

8 At the end of Foucault’s lectures on populations, territories, and biopolitics, society and 
economy merge into a quasi-organism with life-like properties to be tracked and predicted by 
staticians and sociologists, followers and forecasters of the ebbs and flows of biopower. 
Biopower here includes the life-like properties of systems beyond the strictly human bios. 
Statistical data provides fuel for research and market developments, as well as guiding the 
state in planning its strategic operations.  
9 And contrary to the misleading name, Agamben’s originary Homer Sacer of the modern 
biopoltical is also not sacrifiable to the gods.  Agamben’s “sovereign exception” doubly 
excludes Homo Sacer from either more elevated life statuses, that of a sacrificial candidate or 
of a citizen, for “This violence—the unsanctionable killing that, in his case, anyone may 
commit—is classifiable neither as sacrifice nor as homicide..” (Homo Sacer 83). 

10 Agamben’s biopolitical analysis also draws heavily from Nazi era political theorist Carl 
Schmitt’s “state of exception.” During the Weimar Republic, the possibility for an emergency 
suspension of legal rights of citizens was written into the law.  The Nazi regime later 
exploited this clause to strip Jews, Gypsies, and homosexuals, of citizenship. 

11  Arendt’s critique is somewhat similar to Foucault’s subjection by disciplinary 
governmental institutions in that it similarly marks a transition from feudal economy to 
modern state mentioned in Foucault’s later lectures on biopolitics, (although Foucault never 
references Arendt). 
12 The notion of a population in itself, as Foucault points out in his late lectures, is a modern 
phenomenon. 

13 Agamben’s essay neglects to mention the wireless network infrastructure supporting the 
use of the mobile phone, what we might think of as the mobile gadget’s invisible partner in 
“apparatus crime.”  In Daikoku City, the mobile glasses would be useless without wireless 
access to the tags of information wrapped around the urban topography. 

14 The series designates the term “obsolete space” for off-the-grid, uncontrolled space. When 
obsolete space is no longer properly aligned with everyday physical reality, it is outside the 
control of Megamass Corporation.  Obsolete space, in its lack of correlation to the everyday 
world of objects and places, in its imaginative departure from the rules, temporality, 
parameters, and scale of physical reality, seems to offer a corollary to the freedom of the 
early Internet, an escape to freer virtual zones divorced from the “sphere of necessity,” the 
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demands and purview of commercial interests, family and work, a line of argument I 
explored in Chapter One.  

15 Universally feared by all of the glasses-wearing children’s factions, if the Saatchis capture 
a cherished cyber-pet contaminated with illegal software, they will erase the artificial life-
form to extinction. 

16 Also, since these games are often abandoned before any sort of definitive ending is 
reached, this may another reason, rather than capitulation to a biopolitical agenda, why many 
plot threads in the series that follow the children’s ludic hacker escapades, including the 
investigations of power abuse and conspiracies I will soon discuss, never arrive at proper 
resolutions. 

17 Some of the medieval “children” of Pieter Brueghel’s painting are curiously depicted with 
the stature and stooped backs of adults, suggestive of a more serious urban mayhem.   

18As Arendt points out, although the despotic city tyrant sits in an empowered position over 
his subjects, he will never be as free as an ordinary citizen of the polis of the ancient Greek 
city-state, for the binds go both ways; “To be free meant both not to be subject to the 
necessity of life or to the command of another and not to be in command oneself. It meant 
neither to rule nor to be ruled” (32). 


